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Home to Stay

A bungalow goes lighter and brighter,
giving a young family reason to linger.

by jody garlock | photos edmund barr | produced by sarah alba | styling michael walters

Inviting entry
A slim table tucks
behind the door,
defining the entry
and providing
a pleasing view
through the living
room’s wide doorway.

The avocado door,
opposite, lightens the
mood of Sheila Moran
and Robert Riemer’s
blue-gray bungalow.
In the living room, this
photo, vertical dividers
streamline display
space in built-ins.
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The renovated home,
left, retains Craftsman
character with its
original porch and roof.
In the family room,
right, neutral walls
support bursts of color.
Slipcovered sofas and
two small tables with
shelves to store games
reflect the home’s
family-friendly style.
The coffered ceiling
was the architect’s
trick for hiding a
structural beam.

A decade ago, Sheila
Moran didn’t expect her
starter house to become
a family home,
let alone her forever
home. But after she added a second floor and brightened rooms,
the once-snug Craftsman in Berkeley, California, gives her family
of four elbowroom—and also lifts their mood. “This house has
such an easy flow,” Sheila says. “It’s open, airy, and cheerful.”
The kitchen, dining room, and family room are an L-shape
space that fosters together time for Sheila, husband Robert
Riemer, and children Sydney and Quinlan. The kids scoot up to
the counter-height peninsula in the kitchen to draw while Robert
cooks. On the dining table, there’s usually a puzzle in progress. In
the family room, it’s forts, with blankets strewn from slipcovered
sofas to two small tables that form the coffee table.
Understated colors that thread throughout the home
contribute to the ease. Wanting to avoid paint do-overs, Sheila
hired a color consultant to help choose the soothing grays, sands,
and pale blues for walls. “It was the best money I ever spent,”
she says. “In two hours we had every paint color picked out.” She
also corrected a lighting oops by painting tad-too-creamy paper
shades white so the pendants fit with the crisp, clean kitchen.
For all the togetherness, the family also like their “me” time.
Bookworm Sydney savors the sunny window seat in her bedroom,
Quinlan loves the porch swing, and Sheila and Robert retreat to
the living room. “It’s still not a big house, so we have to carve
out our little territories,” Sheila says. “Once we let it go, we
know it’s not coming back.” Sydney has already inched her way
into the living room to practice violin, but Sheila takes it as a
sign that the home can handle the family’s changing needs. “I
look at this house long-term now,” she says. “It’s perfect.”

Mixed dressings
Draperies establish
French doors as focal
points. Texture on
the adjacent woven
shade complements
the scale of the
fabric pattern.
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Soft spots
Cone-shape shades
give pendants a
look similar to table
lamps. They’re a soft
and warm alternative
to metal or glass.
Brown velvet trim
adds visual weight.

The family, right,
consider the covered
porch an extra room.
Efficient storage is
built into every room.
A vanity shelf and
mirrors with ledges
provide easy access in
the bath, left. In
Sydney’s bedroom,
below, built-ins with
adjustable shelves
wrap a corner.
The mahogany island,
opposite, is the
family’s dining spot.
“It’s so convenient,”
Sheila says.

Dive into decorating

Sheila Moran and Robert Riemer’s familyfriendly home is among those showcased
in the Better Homes and Gardens New
Decorating Book. This all-new 10th
edition offers a wealth of real-life style
advice for DIY decorators.
Everyday inspiration Room-by-room and
home tours show how to mix styles for
personal expression that’s mindful of the
budget. Short on living room space? Pull in a
ceramic garden stool as an end table.
Hands-on instruction Whether you’re trying
to map out an art collage for above the sofa or
eke out storage in an overflowing closet, the
go-to guides show how.
Pro pointers Designers and stylists dole out
tips and trade secrets. An editor’s favorite:
Follow the rule of three. When you pick a
color, use it at least three times in a room. n
Better Homes and
Gardens® New
Decorating Book;
$25; available at
bookstores, home
centers, and
wiley.com/go/ndb
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